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	Week of: April 27, 2020
	Let's Get Started: Hello, Toddler & Twos Families!  We are celebrating Teacher Appreciation Week during the week of May 4th. After you complete the With My Family activity, take a picture of your child holding their drawings. To be a part of the Show & Tell Apprecitation Gallery, submit the picture/s to appreciation@learningcaregroup.com. Find details on the Weekly Activities section of the LAH website.  
	OMO:  Poking Fun1. Gather a colander and pipe cleaners (if you don't have pipe cleaners, uncooked spaghetti noodles will work).2. Give your child the pipe cleaners and colander. Show them how to poke the pipe cleaners through the holes in the colander.3. Allow them to explore the pipe cleaners and colander.  *Once the activity is complete, if you used uncooked spaghetti noodles, feel free to then cook the noodles in colored water then allow them to cool. Cooked colored spaghetti makes for a fun sensory experience!
	WMF: Thank You NotesYou will need paper, a pencil, and crayons or markers. 1. Ask your child to think of all the things they love about their classroom. What specific things can they think of? Write down what your child says on different pieces of paper.2. Encourage your child to draw pictures of all the things they love. 3. Take pictures of your child holding their drawings and send them to e-mail address above for their teacher to see!
	MMB: Color Run1. Find a few toys or pieces of paper that represent a variety of colors.2. Show your child one of the colors, say blue, and then have your child run to find an item that is the same color. If possible, complete this activity outside to give them more space to run freely.3. Once the child has found that color, pick the next color to have them run and find. 4. You could even put all of the colors into a bucket and have your child choose the color to find themselves. 
	HH: Dusting1. Get an old sock or two.2. Put the socks on your child's hands, and show them a safe area for them to dust.3.  Allow them to work with you to dust surfaces around the house (or baseboards!).4. The socks can then be washed and reused for the same purpose, or tossed if they were going to be tossed anyway.5. Old socks can also be used to wipe up spills or even to help wash dishes.


